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We derive effective lattice models for ultracold bosonic or fermionic nonreactive molecules (NRMs) in
an optical lattice, analogous to the Hubbard model that describes ultracold atoms in a lattice. In stark
contrast to the Hubbard model, which is commonly assumed to accurately describe NRMs, we find that the
single on-site interaction parameter U is replaced by a multichannel interaction, whose properties we
elucidate. Because this arises from complex short-range collisional physics, it requires no dipolar
interactions and thus occurs even in the absence of an electric field or for homonuclear molecules. We find a
crossover between coherent few-channel models and fully incoherent single-channel models as the lattice
depth is increased. We show that the effective model parameters can be determined in lattice modulation
experiments, which, consequently, measure molecular collision dynamics with a vastly sharper energy
resolution than experiments in a free-space ultracold gas.
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Introduction.—The recent production of ultracold
ground state molecules opens up far-ranging possibilities
for quantum many-body physics. These possibilities stem
from properties unavailable to atoms, including strong,
long-range electric dipole-dipole interactions and a rich
rotational and vibrational structure. Relying on these
properties, ultracold molecules can be used for quantum
simulation of strongly interacting systems [1–3], quantum
information processing [4], quantum metrology, and
exploring chemistry in the quantum regime [5–11]. The
first achieved [12] and most explored [13–22] ultracold
molecule, KRb, reacts rapidly, KRbþ KRb → K2 þ Rb2
[18], as do half of the alkali metal dimers [23]. Experiments
are underway to cool many of these reactive species
[24–27]. Even though reactions offer exciting insights into
quantum chemical kinetics and stereodynamics [17], they
limit the cloud lifetime. Although reactions are sometimes
irrelevant, as for quantum spin models [3,21,28–31], and
sometimes can be suppressed [32–35], they can prevent
accessing situations where translational motion of the
molecules is important.
Over the last year experiments have produced ultracold

nonreactive molecules (NRMs) [36–40], and many other
experiments are progressing with molecules that are non-
reactive or whose reactivity is unknown [41–52]. Such
molecules are expected to have long lifetimes, but to take
advantage of these lifetimes we must understand the
molecular interaction properties. It has recently been
argued that the collisions of NRMs are much more complex
than for atoms due to an extraordinarily high density of
internal states at short range and low collision energies
[53–55]. This complexity persists in the absence of an

electric field and for homonuclear molecules [56–62].
Although many interesting scenarios for future NRM
experiments involve optical lattices, the complexity of
molecular collisions implies that the single-channel pseu-
dopotential approach leading to the Hubbard model
description of atoms in optical lattices [63,64] will rarely
apply to NRMs. Hence, an alternative approach is required
to derive effective lattice models describing NRMs.
In this Letter, we provide a framework for deriving

effective many-body models for NRMs in deep optical
lattices or other tight traps, such as optical tweezers [65,66].
This framework combines transition state theory [67],
random matrix theory (RMT) [68,69], and quantum defect
theory [70–72] and accounts for the separation of short- and
long-range scales shown in Fig. 1. We first solve the
problem of two NRMs in a single site of an optical lattice
that are coupled to a dense collection of short-range
collision complexes. This on-site solution is coupled to
other lattice sites (via tunneling) to obtain a full lattice
model. Our method resembles those used to derive models
of two-channel Feshbach resonances [74–77], but the
physics differs significantly. Strikingly, despite the com-
plexity of this system, we show that the model parameters
depend universally on only two molecular properties: the
density of bound states at zero collision energy ρb and the
van der Waals length RvdW ¼ ð2μC6Þ1=4 for the potential
−C6=R6, where μ is the two-molecule reduced mass (ℏ ¼ 1
throughout). Furthermore, we show that the model param-
eters can be experimentally characterized with lattice
modulation spectroscopy. While our quantitative analysis
uses a specific collisional model, our general procedure is
broadly applicable.
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Formalism.—Figure 1 shows a schematic of NRMs in a
deep optical lattice and our theoretical approach. A single
site containing two NRMs is approximated by a harmonic
well of angular frequency ω [Fig. 1(a)], which is quanti-
tatively accurate for on-site properties in a deep lattice [78].
The trap quantizes motion to harmonic oscillator states
that spread out over the harmonic oscillator length
lho ¼

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=ðμωÞp

∼ 100 nm. There are a vast number of
internal degrees of freedom, e.g., vibrations and rotations,
each associated with its own interaction potential (channel).
Each channel may support several bound states, i.e.,
bimolecular collisional complexes, at short range, rsr ∼
4 nm [Fig. 1(b)]. Although at intermolecular separations
R ≫ rsr the closed channels—defined by having R → ∞
energies vastly larger than the collision energy—are neg-
ligible, the bound states couple to the open channel at
R≲ rsr. Despite this separation of length scales, open-
channel-dominated spatially extended states, e.g., halo
states near atomic Feshbach resonances, are captured by
our model. Two NRMs confined to a site of an isotropic 3D
optical lattice are described byH ¼ Hc:m: þHrel, where the
center-of-mass (c.m.) Hamiltonian is Hc:m: ¼ ωð2nc:m:þ
lc:m: þ 3=2Þ with nc:m: and lc:m: the c.m. principal and
angular momentum quantum numbers, and the relative
coordinate Hamiltonian for the l ¼ 0 s-wave states is

Hrel¼
X
n

ϵnjnihnjþ
X
b

νbjbihbjþ
X
bn

ðWnbjnihbjþH:c:Þ;

ð1Þ

with ϵn ¼ ð2nþ 3=2Þω the energy of harmonic oscillator
state jni, νb the energy of bound state jbi, and Wnb the
coupling of harmonic oscillator state jni to bound state jbi
[79]. Figure 1(c) displays the structure of this model.

Although higher partial waves contribute in principle, these
are suppressed at low energy by Wigner threshold laws
[54]. Because of the separation of scales frsr; RvdWg ≪ lho,
we can approximate the bound states as delta functions,
in which case the couplings are Wnb ¼ wbMn=l

3=2
ho with

Mn ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γðnþ 3=2Þ=Γðnþ 1Þp

, ΓðxÞ the gamma function;
the constants wb, which will be determined below, are
independent of n and the trap parameters. The
Supplemental Material describes how to regularize diver-
gences in this naive zero-range coupling approximation to
obtain the correct physical limit [80].
Although Eq. (1) exactly describes two NRMs in a

harmonic trap when frsr; RvdWg ≪ lho, determining the νb
and wb from an ab initio microscopic model of interacting
NRMs is extraordinarily difficult. Similarly, measuring the
parameters is infeasible: in contrast to simple atoms such as
the alkalis, in which the density of short-range resonant
states ρb is small enough that individual resonances are
easily resolved, NRMs are predicted to have ρb so large that
individual resonances are unresolvable at any reasonable
temperature [53–55]. Hence, the full characterization of the
interactions is expected to be beyond the reach of both
current theory and experiment.
Instead of an ab initio model of the interactions at short

range, we use a simple—yet realistic and potentially
accurate—parametrization to obtain the νb and wb. This
interaction model is essentially a Hamiltonian reformula-
tion of the approach introduced in Refs. [53,54]. First, we
apply random matrix theory (RMT), which is expected to
be valid in the often-relevant case where molecular colli-
sions are chaotic [55,84–89]. Specifically, the νb are the
eigenvalues of matrices sampled from the Gaussian
orthogonal ensemble (GOE). The GOE probability distri-
bution is PHðHbÞ ¼ Be−TrH

2
b=2σ

2

over Hb in the set of
Nb × Nb real symmetric matrices, B is a normalization
factor, and σ ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffi

Nb
p

=ðπρbÞ is chosen to match the
molecule’s ρb for Nb → ∞. The coupling wb’s probability
distribution is PwðwbÞ ¼ Ce−w

2
b=2σ

2
w , where C is a nor-

malization constant. In particular, we determine σw for a
given molecule by matching Eq. (S3)’s free space (ω → 0)
bound state decay rate to the physical decay rate. The
former is obtained by Fermi’s golden rule. The latter is
approximated by combining Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-
Marcus (RRKM) transition-state theory to account for
the decay rate at R ∼ rsr with quantum defect theory
(QDT) to describe propagation in the van der Waals tail
of the intermolecular potential [53,54,90]. RRKM is a
standard chemical approximation whose core assumption is
that the molecules’ configurations are in equilibrium
until they cross a reaction surface, which then is never
recrossed [67]. QDT is an exact treatment of the potential
tail that is crucial to obtain the Wigner threshold laws. This
procedure, explained in more detail in the Supplemental
Material [80], yields σw ¼ 2

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
ðRvdW=π3μρbÞ

p
Γð3=4Þ;

remarkably, σw depends only on RvdW and ρb.

FIG. 1. Confined nonreactive molecules. (a) NRMs in a deep
optical lattice (solid) idealized by a harmonic trap (dashed). (b) At
large intermolecular separations R, NRMs experience only the
harmonic trap, but for R ≲ rsr they couple to the numerous
collisional complexes associated with excited rotational and
vibrational interaction channels. Numbers are for RbCs [73].
(c) Harmonic oscillator states jni with energy ϵn, and bound state
complexes jbi with energy νb and density of states ρb are coupled
by Wnb.
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Spectrum of two NRMs in a lattice site.—We numerically
solve Eq. (1) using the νb and Wnb described above
to obtain the eigenvalues Eα and eigenstates jαi [80].
Figure 2 displays the behavior of Eα and jαi using
parameters similar to current estimates for RbCs
[53,73], ρb≈0.5=nK≈ð2π×20HzÞ−1, and RvdW ≈ 25 nm,
though we stress that our model applies to any NRM.
Figure 2(a) shows the spectrum for Hrel as a function of
harmonic oscillator frequency ω, neglecting the c.m. energy
common to all states. Harmonic oscillator energies increase
with ω, while short-range bound state energies are inde-
pendent of ω. For a given ω, most of these eigenstates can
be ignored since only those with appreciable open channel
weight will be accessed experimentally. Therefore, the
results are more informative if one sets the opacity of a
point associated with jαi to its weight on the open channel
(trap states) Oα ≡P

N;MjOα;N;Mj2, where Oα;N;M ≡
hαjN;Mi is the overlap of eigenstate α with the two-
particle open-channel state jN;Mi labeled by the first and
second particle’s harmonic oscillator states, N and M.
Figure 2(b) displays the eigenstates for ω≲ 2π × 500 Hz
weighted in this fashion, showing that most bound states

are uncoupled from the trap states in this (small-ω) isolated
resonance frequency regime. Here NRMs are described by
single- or few-channel models, just like atoms. In contrast
to free space where the spread in energy is set by the
temperature kBT, and where, since kBT ≫ ρ−1b , many
collisional complexes are coupled, the trap states’ energies
are precisely quantized and couple significantly only to a
single collisional complex. Figure 2(d) displays the spec-
trum in deep traps ω ∼ 2π × 15 kHz, which corresponds to
trap depths similar to those used in common optical lattice
experiments. The Wnb ∝ l−3=2ho are larger for the larger ω
and so couple a broader energy range of collisional
complexes. Because Wnb ≪ ω, there is still little mixing
between the open channel states themselves for this ω.
However, many overlapping resonances couple to each jni,
resulting in a smeared near-continuum of levels which we
call the (large-ω) universal dissipative limit, for reasons
clarified later. Figure 2(c) shows the open-channel
weighted spectrum for intermediate trap depths,
ω ∼ 2π × 2 kHz. In many ways this is the most novel
regime, with a rich structure of nonisolated, but not
completely overlapping, resonances.
We expect that all of these regimes are experimentally

accessible. For RbCs, the universal dissipative limit and
some of the intermediate regime occur where the harmonic
oscillator approximation (and single-band, tight binding
approximation for the lattice model presented below) will
typically be valid, ω≳ 5 kHz. In contrast, we present the
isolated resonance limit mainly for its relevance to other
NRMs. For NRMs with a smaller ρb, as expected for lighter
NRMs (larger rotational constants) such as NaK [38,39],
or smaller RvdW, as predicted for a range of molecules
in Ref. [91], the crossover will occur at larger, more
accessible, ω. In particular, the crossover occurs when
Wnbρb ∼ 1, equivalent to, using our earlier expres-
sions, ðωρbÞ3=4

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
RvdWðμ=ρbÞ1=2

p
∼ 1.

Full lattice model.—Knowing the two-particle single-site
solution, we couple sites to determine the effective lattice
model Hlatt valid when at most two molecules per site are
relevant. This regime describes a broad range of many-
body experiments. Describing triply occupied (or higher)
sites requires solving the numerically challenging three-
body (or more) analog of Eq. (1) and will lead to new terms
in the effective Hamiltonian, such as three-body inter-
actions. The effective model for bosons is

Hlatt ¼ −t
X
hi;ji

c†i cj þ
X
i

�X
α

Uαni;α þ ð3=2Þωni
�
: ð2Þ

Adapting this to fermions is straightforward under the
additional assumption that internal (e.g., hyperfine and
rotational) energy differences are much larger than collision
and interaction energies. Equation (2) harbors two new
features compared to the usual Bose-Hubbard model.
(i) There are multiple interaction channels α with

FIG. 2. States of two NRMs in a harmonic trap. (a) Eigenvalues
vs trap frequency ω for RbCs. Bound states jbi (roughly
horizontal) hybridize with harmonic oscillator states jni (roughly
diagonal). (b)–(d) By setting the opacity of a point to the
associated eigenstate’s open-channel probability Oα, the states
relevant to the lattice model emerge from panel (a)’s tangle of
lines. The notation opacity ¼ X ×Oα means that we set the
opacity of a point representing the eigenstate α (at a certain ω) to
X times Oα. (b) Weak trap, isolated resonances. (c) Intermediate
lattice depths, rich structure of resonances coupled to harmonic
oscillator states. (d) Deep trap, universal dissipative limit:
resonances merge into a broad near-continuum. All of these
regimes are experimentally relevant even though for RbCs in an
isotropic 3D lattice the isolated resonance limit occurs at ω for
which the harmonic oscillator approximation breaks down.
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interaction energy Uα ¼ Eα − 3ω=2, where Eα is the
eigenenergy of Hrel. (ii) c

†
i and ci are modified from the

usual creation or annihilation operators: c†i jvaci ¼ j0ii,
c†i j0ii ¼

P
α

ffiffiffi
2

p
Oα;0;0jαii, and c†i jαii ¼ 0, where j0ii is

the site-i single-particle ground state, i.e., jN ¼ 0ii. We
have defined ni;α ¼ jαiihαji and ni ¼ j0iih0ji þ 2

P
αni;α.

Equation (2) is a many-channel generalization of
Refs. [74,92]. We have ignored the collisional complexes’
tunneling tcc ≪ t because they have approximately twice
the molecules’ polarizability and mass, and also ignored
other terms that scale as tcc, such as molecules and
complexes exchanging sites [92]. Equation (2) makes no
assumption that the jαi occupy only the lowest band; we
require only that singly occupied sites’molecules reside in
the lowest band. Figure 3(a) shows the Uα as a function of
ω. For eachω, we plot theUα for α that have Oα > 0.2. For
the shown range of ω, one or two channels typically are
relevant.
Lattice modulation spectroscopy.—The interaction and

overlap parameters Uα and Oα;0;0 appearing in the lattice
model Eq. (2) can be characterized, both theoretically
and experimentally, via lattice modulation spectroscopy
[93–95] as illustrated in Fig. 3(b). In this procedure, the

depth of the lattice potential is modulated periodically with
frequency ωmod, which induces tunneling from a non-
interacting configuration where molecules are on neighbor-
ing lattice sites into an interacting configuration with two
molecules on the same site. For weak modulation the
response is given by linear response theory and we find a
spectrum proportional to

IðωmodÞ ¼
X
α

jOα;0;0j2
ωmod −Uα þ i0þ

; ð3Þ

where 0þ is a positive infinitesimal. Figures 3(c) and 3(d)
show IðωmodÞ for different trap frequencies ω. The dashed
red curves are for a single realization of the RMT
parameters, while the solid black curves average over
many realizations. In the isolated resonance regime
[Fig. 3(c)], well-separated peaks appear for each eigenstate
jαi with amplitude determined by jαi’s weight on the
ground harmonic oscillator state, jOα;0;0j2, and the physics
is well described by a few-channel model. For sufficiently
small ω, a single peak would dominate, and a one-channel
model describes the physics. In this limit, the exact
locations of the resonances are random, but can be
predicted statistically. In the universal dissipative limit
[Fig. 3(d), large ω], many resonances smear together to
give a continuous curve. For sufficiently large ω (but still
small enough that band mixing is negligible), the spectrum
for a single realization approaches the average over many
realizations. Moreover, this spectrum approaches a
Lorentzian with width γ; in fact, Eq. (2) reduces to a
single channel model again, but with imaginary U ¼ −iγ.
This is consistent with studies of elastic collisions of NRMs
in free-space [54], where the sticking rate due to the high
density of states of the molecular complexes appears as a
loss rate obtained when including a full absorbing, complex
potential at short range. Although the interactions become
fully incoherent, and thus in some sense classical, the
tunneling remains fully coherent and quantum. In between
these limits is the most novel regime, where several
channels contribute but not so many that they can be
described by an incoherent single-channel model. In clos-
ing, we stress that Eq. (2) holds more generally than our
specific collision model, meaning that a model of the same
form describes the system even when the RMTand RRKM
approximations are invalid as long as the separation of
scales in Fig. 1 is justified, and the spectra IðωmodÞ give a
direct way of characterizing the lattice model parameters.
Conclusion.—We have put forth a framework for deriv-

ing effective lattice models for NRMs in optical potentials.
We elucidated the models’ structure and how to probe their
parameters experimentally. We found a crossover between
a coherent one-channel model (conventionally used to
describe atoms) for weak traps to an incoherent
Markovian single-channel model (often used to describe
reactive molecules) for deep traps. In between, novel

FIG. 3. Effective lattice model parameters and experimental
characterization. (a) Interaction energies Uα versus ω for α’s that
have weight on the trap ground state jOα;0;0j2 > 0.2. (b) Lattice
modulation spectrum IðωmodÞ: one slightly modifies the lattice
depth at frequency ωmod and measures the induced tunneling, for
example the rate of change of double occupancies. This probes
the lattice model parameters. (c) IðωmodÞ for ω ¼ 2π × 250 Hz
for one realization of the random parameters (dashed line), and
averaged over 10 000 realizations (solid line). (d) Same as (c), but
for ω ¼ 2π × 15 kHz, in the universal dissipative limit, and with
the solid line averaging 50 realizations. Unlike the isolated
resonance limit, IðωmodÞ “self-averages”: one realization ap-
proaches the averaged spectrum and is thus independent of
molecular details.
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multichannel models emerge, whose many-body physics is
an exciting frontier to explore.
Our results also show that optical lattice experiments can

probe chemical properties: the bimolecular complexes.
Unlike thermal gas measurements, which probe a range
of energies set by the temperature, molecules in a trap have
a tunable, exactly quantized energy. Thus NRMs in a lattice
or optical tweezer array [96,97] provide a high-energy-
resolution “chemical complex microscope” to probe the
complexes’ energies and couplings.
Clear next steps are to explore more elaborate collisional

models and ways to control the interactions, e.g., via
electric fields [98]. Finally, we note that our methods
apply to other systems, such as lanthanide atoms [85,86],
whose ρb lies between molecules and alkali atoms.
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Supplemental Material for “Ultracold nonreactive molecules in an
optical lattice: connecting chemistry to many-body physics”

MICROSCOPIC DERIVATION OF EQ. (1) AND COUPLINGS Wnb

In this section, we derive Eq. (1) in the main text and the couplings Wnb obtained there. The exact microscopic
Hamiltonian Ĥ for a pair of molecules contains the kinetic energy of the nuclei and electrons along with the Coulomb
interactions amongst them. Ĥ is re-written without approximation in the basis of BO adiabatic states by defining the
intermolecular separation R as the “slow variable.” Although calculating these states and the Hamiltonian projected
in these coordinates remains intractable, we use this expansion only to define a basis, and we do not need to compute
the states.

We can write an arbitrary wavefunction as a sum of the open |O〉 and closed |B〉 channel components as |ψ(R)〉 =
ψO(R) |O〉 +

∑
B ψB(R) |B〉, where the kets |O〉 and |B〉 label which Born-Oppenheimer the system is in, and the

wavefunctions ψB(R) and ψO(R) contain the associated spatial dependence. The diagonal part of the Hamiltonian
is sketched in Fig. 1(b); furthermore, the Hamiltonian connects states |b〉 = ψb(R) |B〉 and |n〉 = ψn(R) |O〉 via the
non-adiabatic couplings

Wnb = 〈n|Ĥ|b〉 =

∫
dRψn(R)W(R)ψb(R) (S1)

where W(R) ≡ 〈O|Ĥ|B〉, ψb(R) is the relative coordinate bound state wavefunction for state |b〉, and ψn(R) =

Nne−R
2/2l2hoL

(1/2)
n ((R/lho)2) is the nth s-wave harmonic oscillator eigenfunction. Here L

(a)
n is the generalized Laguerre

polynomial and Nn = l
−3/2
ho

√
Γ(n+ 1)/Γ(n+ 3/2). For a bound state which is tightly bound (ψb(R) ∝ δ(R)), the

matrix element is Wnb = ψn(0)Ab for some constant Ab that is independent of n and the trap properties. Using

L
(1/2)
n (0) = (2/

√
π)Γ(n+ 3/2)/Γ(n+ 1), we obtain

Wnb = wbMn/l
3/2
ho , (S2)

where Mn =
√

Γ(n+ 3/2)/Γ(n+ 1) and wb is an unknown constant (related to Ab), in the naive zero-range limit.

REGULARIZING THE ZERO-RANGE LIMIT, EQ. (1)

Here we describe how the naive zero-range limit of Eq. (1) and Eq. (S2) may be regularized to obtain the physical
Hamiltonian. The naive zero-range limit approximates the bound state wavefunctions as having zero range with fixed
energies νb when Wnb = 0. However, the true physical limit is a bit more subtle: the physical bound state energies are
indeed some finite, fixed set of numbers, but these are not the same as the νb in Eq. (1). Rather, the physical energies
correspond to the eigenenergies after coupling to the continuum, which gives a divergent shift of the eigenenergies
away from the νb. Although the regularization of the one- and two-channel models is standard [1] and requires only
a (diverging) shift in the bare bound state energies, the regularization of a multi-channel model such as ours requires
new couplings, and to our knowledge has not appeared previously in the literature.

We define Λ as the energy cutoff for the open channel, which cuts off the sum over harmonic oscillator states n
such that εn < Λ; explicitly, the sum runs to n∗ = Floor[Λ/(2ω)− 3/4]. We find that the Hamiltonian that properly
accounts for the physical zero-range limit is

Hrel(Λ) =
∑

n with εn<Λ

εn |n〉〈n|+
∑
b,b′

(
−δbb′ν∗b +

√
µ3Λ

2
wbwb′

)
|b〉〈b′|+

∑
b,n with εn<Λ

(
wbMn

l
3/2
ho

|n〉〈b|+ H.c.

)
(S3)

for Λ → ∞ [in which case it suffices to take n∗ = Λ/(2ω)]. The key addition to Eq. (1) to obtain the physical
zero-range limit is the term proportional to

√
Λ that couples bound states |b〉 and |b′〉 and shifts the energy of each

bound state |b〉. It can be readily verified that (I) the physical properties of Eq. (S3) are independent of Λ for
Λ/ω � 1 [i.e. Eq. (S3) is a regularization of Eq. (1)] and (II) Eq. (S3) reproduces the low-energy properties of the
true microscopic physical Hamiltonian (i.e. it is the appropriate physical regularization). These statements follow
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from performing second order non-degenerate perturbation theory (i.e. a Schrieffer-Wolff transform) to obtain the
effective Hamiltonian for Eq. (1) that holds in the truncated Hilbert space with some open channel cutoff, and showing
that this effective Hamiltonian agrees with Eq. (S3) and is independent of Λ as Λ→∞.

COMBINING TRANSITION STATE THEORY WITH QUANTUM DEFECT THEORY

Although random matrix theory gives the structure of the bound state-open channel couplings and bound state
energies, it does not determine the overall scale (wb) for the couplings. In the main text, we determine the standard
deviation of the wb’s by combining transition state theory (TST) with quantum defect theory (QDT). Here we
elaborate this calculation, which is equivalent to that of Refs. [2, 3], but implemented in a slightly different way. To
obtain wb, the essential idea (as described in the main text) is to equate the dissociation rate γ of a bound state
(collisional complex) into the continuum of two independent molecules as determined in the ω → 0 limit of Eq. (1) to
the rate predicted by TST + QDT (γTST+QDT). Applying Fermi’s Golden rule to Eq. (1), the dissociation rate γ is

γ = 2π
w2
b

l3h.o.

∑
n

M2
nδ(νb − εn)

=
πµ3/2√νbw2

b√
2

for ω → 0 (S4)

The second line follows for ω → 0 by replacing the sum with an integral and expanding the Γ functions appearing in
Mn =

√
Γ(n+ 3/2)/Γ(n+ 1) for large values of their argument.

On the other hand, the rate determined by TST+QDT is determined as the product of two factors, γTST+QDT =
A(νb)γTST. For a given complex, γTST = 2/(πρb) is the TST approximation to the decay rate from a bound state
to the open channel at short-range (rsr in Fig. 1), for a barrier-less reaction (complex) → (molecule) + (molecule)
with a single open channel [2–4]. The A(νb) obtained from QDT is the probability of the two molecules to propagate
from this short range regime to outside the van der Waals potential (RvdW in Fig. 1). TST is a standard and
often reasonable approximation in chemistry [4]. TST’s core assumption is that a molecule’s configurations are in
equilibrium until it crosses a reaction surface, after which it never re-crosses the surface. Traditionally, it also assumes
the motion is classical, which is valid for short-range distances R ∼< rsr where the van der Waals energy is large,
leading to a large kinetic energy and thus effectively classical dynamics. In contrast, for larger R, the quantum
effects are crucial: the quantum propagation in the van der Waals potential for the ultracold systems of interest
qualitatively alters the scattering, giving rise to Wigner threshold laws. This propagation can be accounted for by a

factor A(E) = Γ(3/4)2

π RvdW

√
2µE that is calculated from QDT [3, 5], where E is the scattering energy. We note that

two conflicting values for A(E) appear in the literature; the values of Refs. [2, 6] disagree from those of Refs. [3, 5, 7]
by a factor of two. We use the value of the latter three references. Thus, the total dissociation rate from TST + QDT
for the bound state complexes is

γTST+QDT =
23/2√µ
π2ρb

RvdWΓ(3/4)2√νb. (S5)

We determine the wb by matching the dissociation rate γ given by Eq. (S4) to that expected from the combination
of TST + QDT, Eq. (S5). Actually, the rate in our model Eq. (S4) depends on b, since wb is sampled randomly for

each bound state, so we can only match these two expressions on average, determining w2
b . Since wb = 0, we have

σ2
w = w2

b , and the matching gives

σw = 2

√
RvdW

π3µρb
Γ(3/4) , (S6)

which is the expression quoted and used in the main text.

NUMERICAL IMPLEMENTATION AND CONVERGENCE

Our numerical procedure follows three steps: (I) Generate the νb in Eq. (1) from RMT. (II) Generate the couplings
wb according to RMT together with TST+QDT using the probability distributions in the main text with variance
given by Eq. (S6). (III) Diagonalize Hrel, with appropriate regularization. All of our results – e.g. the spectra
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presented in the text – then follow from straightforward processing of the eigenvalues and eigenvectors. This section
demonstrates the convergence of the numerical methods in these steps, summarized in Fig. S1. To obtain the νb,
one calculates the eigenvalues of Nb ×Nb symmetric random matrices sampled according to the Gaussian orthogonal
ensembles (GOE), as described in the text. The GOE is obtained in the Nb →∞ limit, and the average distribution
of eigenvalues have a density of states peaked at zero energy with energy width RRM = 2

√
Nbσ. One wishes Nb to be

large enough so that the eigenvalue distribution becomes sufficiently broad to have a nearly constant density of states
that matches the density of complexes ρb of the molecule being considered, over the energy range δE that is coupled
to the states of interest. For example, for the harmonic oscillator state in Figs. 3(c-d), δE is roughly the width of the
spectrum.

FIG. S1. (color online) Convergence of numerics. Convergence for a ω = 2π × 5 kHz trap, where eigenvalues are plotted with
weights as in Figs. 2(b-d) in the main text. (a) Convergence with respect to selected energy window of bound states Sb. (b)
Convergence with respect to energy cutoff Λ on harmonic oscillator states (open channels). (c) Statistical convergence with
respect to dimension Nb of random matrix from which the bound state energies νb are sampled, parameterized by the radius
RRM of the resulting eigenvalue distribution.

As a naive method, one could simply use the νb generated in this manner in Eq. (1). However, this becomes
prohibitively expensive even for modest lattice depths: the Hamiltonian is a dense O(Nb)×O(Nb) matrix, requiring
O(N3

b ) computational time to diagonalize. Already for ω ∼ 15kHz the bound states within a δE ∼ 20kHz window
around a harmonic oscillator couple to it, and roughly a thousand states lie in this window. Note that in order to
obtain a density of states that is constant to within ∼ 10% over this window may then require Nb ∼> 10, 000. Thus,
it can be beneficial to select only νb in a window of width Sb much less than the total width of the density of states
but larger than δE for use in diagonalizing Eq. (1). This can reduce the number of bound states by an order of
magnitude. However, there is now an additional convergence parameter Sb to keep track of: Sb must be large enough
that all relevant bound states to the physics of interest are included, while simultaneously Nb is large enough that
the density of states of νb is constant over the physically relevant δE.

Figure S1 shows an example of the convergence of the numerics for ω = 2π × 5kHz with respect to all of our
convergence parameters: Sb, Λ, and Nb as parameterized by the width of the GOE RRM = 2

√
Nbσ, in panels (a-c),

respectively. Considering the eigenstates near the ground harmonic oscillator state, the spectrum is clearly well-
converged for a bound state window Sb ∼ 2π × 2kHz and for an energy cut off of Λ ∼ 50kHz. With respect to the
bound state density matrix width, the system has converged when RRM ∼ 80kHz. Here, the apparent “stripes” in
the eigenvalues occur because the random noise is correlated for nearby RRM as we choose increasingly large random
matrices in this convergence plot by first generating a large matrix and then plotting the eigenvalues of increasingly
large submatrices for increasing RRM.
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